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Abstract—Traditionally, power system balancing operations
consist of three consecutive control techniques, namely securityconstrained unit commitment (SCUC), security constrained economic dispatch (SCED), and automatic generation control (AGC).
Each of these have their corresponding type of operating reserves.
Similarly, energy storage systems (ESS) may be integrated as
energy, load following, or regulation resources. A review of
the existing literature shows that most ESS integration studies
are focused on a single control function. In contrast, recent
work on renewable energy integration has employed the concept
of enterprise control where the multiple layers of balancing
operations have been integrated into a single model to capture and
potentially control the interactions between timescales. This paper
now uses such an enterprise control model to demonstrate the
multiple timescale effects as a consequence of ESS integration into
a single control action. It also proposes a novel scheduling technique which beneficially exploits this coupling in two timescales.
As a result, the ESS scheduling technique shows peak-loading
shaving and operating costs reductions in the SCUC and load
following reserve requirements in the SCED.
Keywords—Energy storage systems, enterprise control

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Traditionally, power system balancing operations consist
of three consecutive control techniques, namely, securityconstrained unit commitment (SCUC), security-constrained
economic dispatch (SCED) and automatic generation control
(AGC), where each consecutive control operates at a faster
timescale [1]. The power system operator keeps the generation and consumption balance in the system by scheduling
sufficient amounts of load following, ramping and regulation
reserves. Each of these is applied to an individual control technique. However, these control activities are often coupled and
therefore analyses restricted to a single control action do not
give a complete picture of the evolution and development of
power system imbalances [2]. Recently, power grid enterprise
control modeling has been developed to holistically incorporate
the multiple layers of balancing operations; thus capturing
the control interactions at different timescales. The benefits
of holistic power system modeling have been demonstrated in
renewable energy integration, the determination of imbalances
and the assessment of reserve requirements [3], [4].
Similar to power system reserves, energy storage systems
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eration and control, depending on their type and physical
characteristics [5], [6]. Within the scope of this paper, three
ESS integration applications are considered: 1.) as an energy
resource in the unit commitment model, 2.) as a load following
resource, 3.) as a regulation resource. Integration into the unit
commitment model accomplishes several goals simultaneously.
Besides peak-load shaving and system operating cost reduction, the inclusion of additional constraints can also lead to
emission and congestion reduction [7], [8]. Integration of ESS
as a load following resources reduces the actual load following
requirements hence the system cost. Two types of operation
modes can be chosen: fixed pattern and load following [9].
When choosing the operating mode, there is a tradeoff between
the risk of battery shortage/surplus and the quality of the
imbalance mitigation. The ESS ramping capabilities should
be considered when implemented as a regulation service. A
simple control mechanism of the ESS frequency regulation
stores/provides energy when the area control error (ACE)
exceeds its higher/lower bounds [10].
A review of the existing ESS literature shows that most
studies are focused on a single time scale [5], [6]. It is
implicitly assumed that the impact of ESS integration into a
given control technique is restricted to its associated timescale;
thus neglect potential interactions between timescales. As a
result, the possible benefits of the ESS integration that lie
outside the scope are missed. Similarly, the possible negative
impacts on the adjacent timescales are also ignored.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold: 1.) to demonstrate
the effect of ESS integration into a single control action on
multiple timescales and 2.) to propose a novel scheduling
technique which beneficially exploits this coupling in two
timescales. More specifically, the ESS scheduling technique
introduced in this paper shows peak-load shaving and operation
cost reduction as part of the SCUC. Meanwhile, it reduces load
following reserve requirements in the SCED. Observing these
interactions is made possible by the modeling of the power
system as an enterprise control. As presented in [11], [12],
the load following and ramping reserve requirements depend
on two factors, the day-ahead forecast error and the limited
resolution of the SCUC. Mitigation of the latter effect allows
the reduction of the load following reserve requirements.
Although the sizing and pricing of the ESS are key components
of integration studies [13], [14], it is left outside the scope of
this paper.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
background knowledge on the power system control mechanisms and timescales. Also, the information is provided on
the scheduling of each type of reserves and their dependance
on system properties. Section III presents the methodology of
the storage integration into the SCUC problem. Section IV

presents the simulation results for a single scenario of ESS
integration. Section V presents the conclusions.
II.

BACKGROUND

ing rates and power outputs respectively. The last constraint
ensures procurement of the load following reserves.
B. Security-Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED)

Traditionally, power system balancing operations are
formed as a hierarchy of controls: primary, secondary and
tertiary [1]. The primary control addresses transient stability
phenomena in the range of 10 0.1Hz [15]. The secondary
control, referred to as automatic generation control (AGC),
interacts with the dispatched generators in the control area
to maintain the power balance and the system frequency,
and acts in a timescale of 20s 2min. Tertiary control is
normally implemented as a security-constrained economic
dispatch (SCED) and provides power set-points to the generators (5 15min). Balancing operations also include day-ahead
scheduling which is commonly implemented as a securityconstrained unit commitment (SCUC). This section presents
each of these controls in detail.

Originally, generation dispatch is a non-linear optimization
model, called AC optimal power flow (ACOPF) [17]. Recently,
most of the U.S. independent system operators (ISO) moved
from ACOPF to linear optimization models to avoid problems with convergence and computational complexity [16].
Security-constrained economic dispatch (SCED) is a commonly used linear optimization model and is formulated as
follows [18]:
min
s.t.
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where the following notations are used:
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startup and shutdown costs of generator i
power output of generator i at time t
total demand forecast at time t
max/min power limits of generator i
max/min ramping rate of generator i
scheduling time step, normally, 1 hour
number of generators
ON/OFF state of the generator i

wuit , wdit
Pres

startup/shutdown indicators of generator i
system reserve requirements

Constraint (3) corresponds to the power balance equation.
Constraints (4) and (5) are the limits of the generators’ ramp-
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The SCUC problem determines the set of generation
units that meet the real-time demand with minimum cost. In
the original formulation, the SCUC problem is a nonlinear
optimization problem [16]. The cost of generation units is
approximated as a quadratic function in the following form:
CF ,

(8)
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where the following notations are used:
DPit
DPjt , DD jt
B ji
Flt , Flmax
git
alit
NB
Tm

power increment of generation i
generation and load increment on bus j
correspondence matrix of generator i to bus j
power flow level and flow limit of line l
incremental transmission loss factor of bus i
bus i generation shift distribution factor to line l
number of buses
real-time market time step, normally, 5 minutes.

Sensitivity factors establish linear connections between
changes of power injections on the buses and state-related
parameters of the system [19]. The incremental transmission
loss factor (ITLF) for bus i shows how much the total system
losses change, when power injection on bus i increases by a
unit [20]. The incorporation of ITLF into the model results
in a linearization of the power balance constraint (10). The
generation shift distribution factor (GSDF) shows how much
the active power flow through line l changes, when injection
on bus i increases by a unit [20], [21]. The incorporation of
GDSF into the model results in a linearization of the line flow
limit constraint (11). Constraints (13) and (12) are the physical
limits of the generator ramping rates and outputs.
C. Automatic Generation Control (AGC)
The automatic generation control is generally represented
by a dynamic model in combination with generator, prime
mover and governor dynamic models [22]. AGC automatically
responds to the imbalances of the system and moves the generation units in the opposite direction to mitigate imbalances.
The generation units that are controlled by AGC are providing

regulation service to the system. The amount of regulation
reserves is defined in advance and the appropriate generation
units are selected in the ancillary service market.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

As already mentioned above, the observation of phenomena
in different timescales requires a holistic approach to the power
system modeling. To this end, this paper utilizes a slightly
modified version of the power system enterprise control model
proposed in [23], [24]. The modifications are made in the unit
commitment by adding storage scheduling and by replacing the
linear cost function with a quadratic one. In this section, the
SCUC model is detailed. Additionally, a novel ESS scheduling
technique is presented to maximize the utilization of the ESS
and enhance its impact across timescales.
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Figure 1: A three layer power grid enterprise control model
A. ESS Integration into SCUC
This study uses the following formulation of SCUC with
integrated ESS:
min
s.t.
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where the following notations are used in addition to those
already defined:
St
Xt
Smin , Smax
X min , X max
d

ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS

power output/input at time t
state of charge (SOC) at time t
power limits
state of charge limits, 0.1-0.9
size in MWh

Relative to the SCUC model in Section II, modifications
are made to both the objective function and the constraints.
The quadratic term is added to the cost function, which
makes SCUC a mixed-integer quadratic constraint program
(MIQCP). Integration of the quadratic term is necessary to
emphasize the economic feasibility of the peak-load shaving.
The additional constraints include ESS power and energy
limits. Constraint (17) makes sure that the ESS returns to its
initial state at the end of the operation day.

The SCUC problem returns the hourly values of the generation and storage schedules. Due to the limited time resolution
of the SCUC problem, the generation schedule has a stairlike profile in real-time. And yet, this stair-like profile does
not capture the overall intra-period rising and falling trends.
As a result, and even in the absence of forecast error, load
following reserves must be deployed in the SCED so that the
generation schedule matches the relatively smooth real-time
demand profile [11].
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This paper exploits the flexibility of ESS to develop a
scheduling technique as a post-process to the SCUC. In addition to the traditional benefits of peak load shaving and operating cost reductions, this technique also simultaneously reduces
the load following reserves utilized in the SCED timescale. The
main idea behind this technique is that load following reserves
can be reduced by feeding the ESS a piecewise linear function
that is compatible wight he SCUC result instead of relying on
the stair-like (i.e. piecewise constant) profile. As this function
is developed, three constraints must be respected. Qualitatively,
they are:
Constraint 1: The new schedule and the SCUC result must
have the same net energy exchanged within any given SCUC
time period Th .
Constraint 2: The ESS can not exceed its energy storage limit
at any moment.
Constraint 3: The ESS can not exceed its power limit at any
moment.
1) The Desired Schedule: While the integration of ESS
into the SCUC problem reduces the total generation cost, its
scheduling flexibility can be also used to reduce the load
following requirements of the system. As already mentioned
above, the stair-like profile of the generation schedule is one
of the factors that affects the load following requirements.

To this end, the desired ESS schedule should ideally make
generation + ESS schedule smooth:
Z(t) = P(t) + S(t)

(24)

The smooth profile Z(t) is represented by the following
expansion:
•
Z(t) = Â Cn fˆn (t)
(25)
n= •

where fˆn (t) are “piecewise linear harmonic” functions derived
from the Fourier series. Consider the the family of n harmonic
functions fn (t)
i 2pnt
NT

fn (t) = e
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h

They may be sampled at the time step of the real-time market
Tm to give:
fnk = fn (kTm )
(27)
Piecewise linear functions are then defined around these point
values.
t kTm
fˆn (t) = fnk +
( fn,k+1 fnk ) , kTm  t  (k + 1)Tm
Tm
(28)
where k = 0, 1, ..., Nm . Nm is the number of Tm intervals in one
day.
The number of Cn coefficients in 25 should be within the
Nyquist limits to eliminate the potential for aliasing. While Cn
are complex numbers and introduce 2n variables, half of these
may be eliminated so as to match the total number of available
SCUC outputs. The Fourier coefficients are pairwise complex
conjugates and C0 is pure real. Also, for the n corresponding to
Nyquist frequency, the real part of fn (t) is a half period cosine
in Th interval and its integration always returns zero. To avoid
singularities, the corresponding coefficient is excluded.
In order to solve for the Cn coefficients and tie the ESS
schedule to the SCUC Constraint 1 described above must be
observed. According to (16), the amount of exchanged energy
during interval k is:
Ek = Sk Th
(29)
To maintain the peak-shaving process and the economical
benefits of the SCUC output, the amount of exchanged energy
during each time interval should stay the same as in (29):
(k+1)T
Z h

S(t)dt = Sk Th

(30)

kTh

Thus, integration of the left-hand-side of (25) becomes:
1
Z̄k =
Th

(k+1)T
Z h
kTh

1
(S(t) + P(t)) dt = Sk +
Th

(k+1)T
Z h
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and depends on the SCUC output for ESS and the generation
schedule, which are known at this point. Integration of the
right-hand-side of (25) yields the following:
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Now consider the last term of (32) and define an n ⇥ n matrix
fˆnk as
1
fˆnk =
Th

(k+1)T
Z h

fˆn (t)dt

(33)

kTh

Note that fˆnk does not depend on the demand profile and the
storage schedule and can be calculated in advance. Equation
(32) then takes the following form:
Zk =

N 1

Â Cn fˆnk

(34)

n=0

which may be represented as a system of linear equations with
Cn unknowns. In matrix form:
Z = F̂C

(35)

From the discussion above, F̂ is a square matrix of full rank.
Thus, C can be found from the inversion of F̂ inversion:
C = F̂

1

Z

(36)

After the Cn coefficients are found, the ESS schedule is
constructed from (25) and (24):
S(t) =

•

Â

n= •

cn fˆn (t)

P(t)

(37)

And the state-of-charge becomes:
X(t) = X0

Zt

S(t)dt

(38)

0

2) Schedule Scaling: The method provided above has yet
to explicitly observe the ESS power and energy limits (Constraints 2 & 3). Although the violation may only be marginal,
proper scaling of both the power and energy profiles should be
performed to ensure the designed schedule can be explicitly
followed.
Both power and energy scaling are done with reference
to Sk to maintain the relation in (30). For each Th interval, a
scaling parameter a is defined as a ratio of the distance from
Sk to the ESS minimum/maximum limits and the maximum
deviation of the designed profile from Sk . Each time interval
yields scaling parameters for both energy (akE ) and power (akP )
schedules. However, since the energy and power are related by
a linear integration/differentiation operators, scaling one of the
profiles also scales the other one. Thus, scaling can be done
only once by using the smaller parameter of the two:
ak = min akE , akP

(39)

If ak 1, the schedule is within physical limits and is left
unchanged. Otherwise, a scaling is implemented as follows:
Sk (t) = Sk + ak (Sk (t)

Sk )

(40)

The corresponding SOC profile is found from (38).
a) Power limits: The ESS power schedule should be
scaled within Smin , Smax limits. To this end, the scaling param-

Skmin

◆

3000

(41)

where Skmax , Skmin are the maximum and minimum values of
S(t) during interval k.
b) Energy limits: According to (38), a constant level
Sk in the power domain corresponds to the linear ramp in
the energy domain from X(kTh ) to X((k + 1)Th ). Using X̄k (t)
notation for the corresponding linear ramp in time interval k,
the scaling parameter is defined as:
8 max
X̄k (t)
<X
if Xk (t) X̄k (t) > 0
(t) X̄k (t)
akE (t) = XXkmin
(42)
X̄
(t)
k
:
if Xk (t) X̄k (t) < 0
X (t) X̄ (t)
k

k

akE

= min akE (t)

(43)

In such a way, an ESS schedule that observes all three
previously constraints has been constructed.
IV.

R ESULTS

The IEEE RTS-96 reliability test system is used as the
physical grid [25]. It is composed of three nearly identical
control areas, with a total of 73 buses, 99 generators and
8550MW of annual peak load. Wind and load data from the
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) repositories [26] are
used for this case study.
The power system operations are simulated for two different scenarios: with and without ESS integrated into the
SCUC problem. Fig. 2 shows the SCUC generation scheduling
results. As expected, the ESS integration reduces the peak load
which also reduces the total generation cost, since the storage
allows the accumulation of energy during the off-peak hours
and generation during peak hours.
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Figure 3: The state-of-charge of the storage
described in Section III is implemented. It should be noted that
at the end of each hour the value of the smooth profile is equal
to the SOC scheduled by SCUC for the given interval. This is
because the initial condition during the smoothing was that the
total energy flow from/to ESS during each hour stays equal to
the one scheduled by SCUC, reflected in (30).
In order to better understand the impact of ESS on load
following reserve requirements, the generation and ESS schedules are compared to the actual demand for the systems with
and without ESS integration. Fig. 4 shows that the generation
schedule of the system without ESS has a stair-like form,
while the total generation + ESS schedule of the system with
ESS integration has much smoother form and resembles the
actual demand profile much better. This difference defines the
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Figure 4: The scheduled generation and storage for two scenarios
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Figure 2: The generation schedule for different storage sizes
The ESS SOC profile scheduled by the SCUC problem is
represented in Fig. 3. The graph shows that the ESS starts
accumulating energy at the beginning of the day, when the
price is also low and returns the energy to the system during
peak hours. This pattern matches with the power profiles in
Fig. 2. At the end of the operating day, the storage restores its
SOC to its initial value. The smooth line in Fig. 3 corresponds
to the SOC of the ESS after the smoothing of the power profile

actual load following requirements for each system. The load
following reserve requirements for both cases are assessed as
shown in Fig 5. At the point where the graphs go to saturation
corresponds to the reserve requirements of the system and
further increase of the reserves does not improve the power
balance. The results show that the reserve requirements of the
system with ESS integration is significantly lower compared
to the traditional system without ESS.
This case study shows that the different timescales of the
power system are interconnected. Integration of ESS into the
SCUC problem not only helps to shave the peak-load and
reduce total operation costs, but also reduces the load following
reserve requirements of the system. This phenomenon would
be impossible to observe if the study were limited to one time
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Figure 5: The load following reserve requirements for different
storage sizes
scale only. Thus, holistic assessment to assess power system
process have been shown to address the interaction of different
timescales.
V.

C ONCLUSION

In conclusion, this paper has applied the concept of enterprise control to the integration of energy storage systems.
While much of the existing ESS literature focuses on a single
power grid balancing function, an enterprise control approach
includes multiple layers of balancing operations within a single
holistic model. As a result, the paper has demonstrated the
multiple timescale effects as a consequence of ESS integration
into the SCUC. The paper has also developed a novel scheduling technique which beneficially exploits this coupling in two
timescales. It simultaneously shows peak-loading shaving and
operating costs reductions in the SCUC and load following
reserve requirements in the SCED.
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